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LOOKING FOR SOME BILLS OF 
QUANTITIES FOR A TENDER? 

If we can be of assistance in any way
call us on 01234 581 940 
or email admin@mynottlimited.co.uk www.mynottlimited.co.uk

Have you...
•	had a tender arrive from a client that you don’t want to let down?
•	an opportunity to negotiate a project that needs measuring?
•	got a specification and drawings project you need some bills for?
•	got a bill of quantities in a tender and want them checked?
•	a problem with a subcontractor account and need it quantifying?
•	a schedule of works that needs expanding on?
•	got a CSA that needs detail measurement broken down into phases?
•	OR just simply got a lot of work on?

We provide measurement support on an “as 
needs” basis and act as an extension to your 
Estimating Division, responding quickly to your 
contract deadlines. Our philosophy is to provide 
clients with a professional and individual service 
in a straightforward and uncomplicated manner. 
Recognising that no two organisations are the same, 
we adopt a consultative approach to support you 
when you need us.

We can produce bills of quantities in SMM7, NRM, 
MMHW and CESMM style in Excel workbooks to 
your own template, or in a CITE format if you prefer.

With a team of 20 surveyors, our size and experience 
enables us to assign individual(s) with skills and 
experience suited to your project.

By using our services, you can be assured that your 
project is being handled by a professional, reputable, 
capable and experienced team providing a cost-
effective and timely solution.

Then get in touch and let us take the pressure off you

http://www.mynottlimited.co.uk


IC WELCOME

A ny hope the UK construction sector might have harboured for post-
election clarity were dashed on 8 June along with Theresa May’s hopes 
for a majority and a clear mandate.

In fact, if the election delivered anything besides another kick in the teeth for 
professional pollsters, it was a great steaming pile of continued uncertainty.   

Here at The Builders’ Conference, we had hoped for a clear direction to  
kick-start a sector that has flagged in recent months.   With Brexit talks now 
underway, our fear now is that ministers from the cobbled together Conservative/
DUP coalition will be too distracted by Europe to worry too much about the 
growing frailty of the domestic construction sector.

Couple that with serious questions over the industry’s potential culpability on the 
Grenfell Tower disaster and it has been a bad month all-round for those of us in the 
construction arena.
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Elm Park Gets Green Light

Royal Elm Park, the £500 million landmark 
development adjacent to Reading Foot-
ball Club’s Madejski Stadium, has been 

approved by Reading Borough Council, subject 
to conditions.

The development will deliver a world-class 
convention centre, hundreds of new homes, significant 
new public space, an exciting mix of high-quality 
retail, leisure and hotel space, all of which will be 
supported by a substantial investment in public 
transport for both match and non-match day visitors.

The centrepiece of the 15.5 ha scheme will be a new 
landmark 28,000sq m convention centre, intended 
to provide a powerful attraction for future inward 
investment.  Known as The International, the centre 
will play host to a wide range of events, concerts, 
conferences, leisure pursuits and community uses, and 
will become the largest dedicated conference venue 
in the south of England. With a capacity of 6,000, The 
International will enable Reading to compete on a 
world stage, enabling it to host larger events than ever 
before, and will serve as a powerful catalyst for growth 
in Reading and Berkshire more widely. It will also 
deliver a new ice rink, which will be made available for 
both leisure use and competitive sport.

Royal Elm Park will also deliver more than 600 
new homes. A mix of one, two and three bedroom 
homes will provide much needed new housing with 
dedicated resident parking, extensive landscaping, 
helping to create a new community with Madejski 
Stadium at its heart.

The scheme also includes more than 18,000sq m 
of new public open space. A new public square of 
8,000sq m will form a focal point for residents, football 
supporters and visitors, and will include over 2,000sq 
m of new retail, leisure and restaurant facilities.

Royal Elm Park is set to deliver a significant stimulus 
to the region, further supporting Reading’s position 

as one of the UK’s fastest-growing cities.  It will create 
more than 1,000 new jobs once development work 
is complete, and is set to boost inward investment 
into the area by offering larger and better facilities for 
large businesses seeking a home in the south east.

Reading’s role as an economic engine room has 
grown over recent years, with the city now ranked 
as one of Europe’s fastest growing investment 
destinations.  Over the past two decades, Reading 
and the Thames Valley has become home to a 
significant number of global businesses and earned a 
reputation as an international centre of excellence for 
technology, innovation, research and development.

This role is set to be boosted further through 
increased connectivity, with Crossrail services offering 
new direct links to central and east London from 2019 
and the potential for enhanced international links 
should Heathrow Airport’s third runway be approved 
in the Autumn.  Royal Elm Park is also paving the way 
for a new mainline station to be created at nearby 
Green Park, offering residents and visitors direct 
rail access to local destinations, the south west, the 
Midlands and the North.

“This is a huge boost for Reading, and will deliver a 
step change in the city’s ability to host international, 
large-scale conferences and events, which the 
business community here has long sought.  But the 
scheme delivers more than that.  It delivers a new 
and reinvigorated destination for businesses and the 
Reading community, and will significantly enhance the 
match-day experience for our supporters, the driving 
force behind the Club’s success,” says Nigel Howe, 
Chief Executive of Reading FC.  “Royal Elm Park is 
emblematic of the city’s vision for the future, and will 
play a significant role in driving new and enhanced 
inward investment, which will underpin the regional 
economy going forward.”
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ISG has been awarded a £5.5 million contract to 
convert the iconic Anchor Line building on St Vin-
cent Place, Glasgow to create a contemporary 64-

bed aparthotel for The White Building Development 
Company Limited. 

Originally designed 110 years ago by renowned Scottish 
architect James Miller for the eponymous shipping company, 
the building’s ground and basement floors are currently home 
to the award-winning Anchor Line restaurant and Atlantic 
Restaurant, operated by the Di Maggio Group.

Whilst several original features, including glazed tiles, 
terrazzo flooring, timber wall panelling, safes and fireplaces 
will remain, ISG will comprehensively refurbish the existing six 
floors, stripping out fixtures and fittings within the building 
to make way for the installation of both new mechanical 
and electrical services and a passenger lift. The contractor 
will then create 64 stylish studio- and one-bed-apartments, 
delivered to a high-specification with luxury fittings and 
materials used throughout the historic building. 

Externally, as well as replacing the building’s windows with 
high-performance timber and metal units, ISG will add a 
single-storey recessed rooftop extension. Sympathetically 
designed to remain in keeping with the A-listed building, the 
new steel and glass structure will give guests breath-taking 
views over the city.

ISG has established a niche specialism in the successful 
delivery of luxury hospitality projects in Scotland, with a 
portfolio including the Old Course Hotel, Gleneagles, Trump 
Turnberry and Cameron House.

“There is a renaissance in the Scottish luxury hospitality 
sector, especially in key locations in our urban centres,” says  
Andy McLinden, managing director of ISG’s UK Construction 
North and Scotland business.   “With limited scope for new 
build developments, this has resulted in growing demand to 
adapt and transform existing property assets into high-end 
hotels. These often-complex conversion projects present 
significant construction and logistical challenges and this 
is why an increasing number of clients are entrusting their 
schemes with ISG.”

The White Building Development Company Limited is 
being advised by leading Scottish property consultancy, PMP.

Hillingdon Council has been shortlisted for a 
prestigious award at the London Local Author-
ity Building Control (LABC) Building Excellence 

Awards for its rebuild of Northwood Secondary 
School.

The £35 million project will offer 1,080 school places for 
pupils in Hillingdon, and has been shortlisted for an award for 
‘Best Educational Building.’

The school building has three storeys, measures 9,800 
square metres in size and promotes an academic focus 
on performing arts. The building features 53 classrooms, 
specialist design and technology rooms, a sports hall and a 
sixth form study.  A stage area with retractable seating sits at 
the heart of the school, and additional arts facilities include 
an outdoor amphitheatre and performing arts specialist 
rooms.

Mark Anderson, Headteacher at Northwood School 
said:  “We officially opened Northwood School in October 
last year, and I’d like to thank staff at Hillingdon Council 
for all their support. This school is about inspiring staff, 
students and the local community, and already the new 
building has brought an added energy and ambition to our 
staff and students, as well as enormous sense of pride. We 
are also very pleased that the building is being used by the 
community seven days a week. With our new building, we are 
creating an outstanding school which the whole community 
can be proud of and rely upon.”

The project was delivered in partnership with Farrans 
Construction and the Education Funding Agency, who 
contributed £7 million to the project. The construction 
company has created a time-lapse video which shows the 
school being built from start to finish.

Councillor David Simmonds, Cabinet Member for 
Education, said: “We are delighted that Northwood 
School has been recognised by the LABC, and the 
school’s exceptional new facilities will provide young 
people in Hillingdon with a high quality education. We’ve 
invested more than £314 million into our school expansion 
programme, which is one of the largest programmes in 
London. Academic attainment for children and young people 
in Hillingdon is very positive, and we will continue to ensure 
that education is a top priority for the council.”

ISG Wins Big  
in Glasgow

Hillingdon Council is 
Top of Class
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A £41 million university building in Bir-
mingham has taken a major step for-
ward as the finishing touches have been 

made to the development.
Contractor BAM and local stakeholders were 

joined by staff and students from Birmingham City 
University at the institution’s new Health Sciences and 
Education building to mark the traditional ‘topping 
out’ ceremony and celebrate a key milestone in the 
delivery of the facility.

The 10,500m² extension on Westbourne Road in 
Edgbaston forms part of the University’s City South 
Campus.

The new development, set to open in 2018, will 
also enable the relocation of the University’s School 
of Education, consolidating the Faculty of Health, 
Education and Life Sciences on to one site.

Designed by architects Sheppard Robson, 
the building will help reinforce Birmingham City 
University’s status as the region’s largest provider of 
qualified health and social care professionals to the 
NHS and producer of more teachers than any other 
institution in the West Midlands.

The space will offer teacher training and specialist 
facilities for health sciences including provision for 
research, a new lecture theatre, a multi-purpose hall, 
speech therapy, physiotherapy and ultrasound suites, 
art and technology classrooms and IT hubs.

Speaking at the topping out ceremony on Thursday 
4 May, Professor Graham Upton, Vice-Chancellor of 
Birmingham City University, said:

“Today marks an exciting new chapter in the 
University’s long and proud history. Not only will 
this new building allow us to strengthen our existing 
education teaching and research programmes, we 
will also be offering a wide range of new health, 
nutrition and biomedical science courses.  The 
new Health Sciences and Education building offers 
students and staff the highest quality facilities 

available to ensure that we are best equipped to 
provide for the next generation of public health and 
education professionals in the West Midlands.  The 
new building also strengthens our student experience 
and University community by allowing us to house 
our health and education offerings on one site for the 
first time. In doing so, we are creating a significant 
hub for our public service contracts and professional 
development provision in Edgbaston, offering more 
consistent support services and facilities for both 
students and staff.”

The building forms part of the University’s £260 
million investment into new state-of-the-art facilities 
which will be strengthened with the opening of the new 
£57 million Birmingham Conservatoire later this year.

As part of the City South Campus extension, 
students from the University’s Faculty of Computing, 
Engineering and the Built Environment have been 
working alongside BAM to gain real-life experience 
of working in the construction industry, by putting the 
theory learned in the classroom into practice.

“This could be Birmingham’s most advanced 
construction scheme. Our sector is undergoing a quiet 
technical revolution. Digital techniques are helping 
us and our supply chain deliver both the speed and 
quality we need for complex modern buildings, like 
this one for Birmingham City University,” says BAM 
project manager Colin Harper.   “It is especially 
pleasing this is happening on a higher education 
project, thus demonstrating the future to our next 
generation of construction professionals. Even more 
impressive is the depth of understanding we have 
formed with our client. Whatever the technology, 
strong partnerships are always the secret behind 
successful construction.”

BAM currently employs 160 people at the 
Edgbaston site, with 80 per cent coming from the 
West Midlands.

BAM Graduates 
in Birmingham
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Delays and rising costs in the 
planning system are driving 
small companies away from 

house building and slowing down 
attempts to tackle Britain’s hous-
ing crisis, a report claims today.

New research from NHBC 
Foundation shows that small builders 
are experiencing “deeply frustrating” 
delays, with a third waiting more than 
a year for local authority planning 
approval and nearly 80 per cent 
experiencing a significant hike in 
planning-related fees in the last two 
years.

The NHBC Foundation report ‘Small 
house builders and developers: current 
challenges to growth’ outlines the 
climate faced by small firms, using the 
experiences of almost 500 companies 
who typically construct less than 10 
homes a year.

The report highlights the fact that 
the number of small firms active in 
house building continues to decline, 
accounting for just 12 per cent of 
market share in 2015, compared with 28 
percent in 2008.

Earlier this year, the Government 
pledged “radical, lasting reform” 
to tackle Britain’s housing shortage, 
including accelerating the planning 

Frustration Hits
HOUSING

system by making it more accessible 
and increasing its support for small and 
more innovative builders.

“While the planning process is 
recognised as a necessary control, 
small house builders and developers 
continue to express considerable 
frustration with it. The increasing 
complexity, time taken to achieve 
a decision, and the unpredictability 
and inconsistency within the planning 
process are slowing the delivery of new 
homes and, in some cases, causing 
companies to leave this market,” says 
NHBC Head of Research and Innovation 
Neil Smith.   “Greater certainty and 
more standardised approaches, clarity 
concerning the fees and tariffs, coupled 
with a more responsive service from 
planning departments would increase 
predictability and significantly help 
to speed up the process, thereby 
increasing the number of homes built.”

The report found that the lack of 
viable building land was also a major 
barrier for small house builders who 
raised concerns about shortage of 
skilled workers and a lack of interest 
among young people in becoming 
apprentices.

The main findings are:
Planning - More than a third (38 
percent) said a sluggish, costly and 
inconsistent planning process was 
posing a major challenge to their 
business.
Land availability - The lack of available 
land at a suitable price has become a 
more acute problem for small builders 
with 37 percent identifying it as their 
most serious obstacle for growth
Availability of finance - Although still a 
major concern for 20 percent, this issue 
has improved in the last two years, with 
more small builders obtaining finance 
from banks or private sources.

Despite their concerns, the majority 
(58 percent) of small builders were 
optimistic about the future of the 
industry with two thirds anticipating an 
increase in the number of homes they 
would build over the next two years.

The report contains a number of 
recommendations by the NHBC 
Foundation for government and 
industry to address these barriers and 
help boost the small house-building 
sector.  These include:
Planning - Speed up decision making, 
reduce inconsistencies and provide a 
clear tariff system.
Land availability - Increase the 
availability of smaller sites that could 
accommodate up to 10 homes.

 
Click

A copy of the report can  
be downloaded at: 

http:/tinyurl.com/kfw9xjx
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The Considerate Constructors Scheme - the 
organisation established to improve the 
image of the construction industry - is now 

international, having launched its first registered 
site in Ireland.

The scheme has welcomed the first contractor to 
register projects in Ireland - family owned John Sisk & Son 
- a member of the international construction company, 
SISK Group.

The first registered Irish site is located at The Exchange, 
which forms part of the International Financial Services 
Centre at the heart of Dublin’s financial district. This 
project involves the construction of a six-storey office 
block with a basement car park and two retail units at 
street level.

The scheme – which introduced site registration 
in the UK in 1997 – has received increasing interest 
from contractors with sites in Ireland asking to register 
construction activity. All are keen to improve the image 
and reputation of the construction industry, in line with the 
scheme’s Code of Considerate Practice, which commits 
those registered to care about appearance, respect the 
community, protect the environment, secure everyone’s 
safety and value their workforce.

Sisk led the pilot of site registration to help ensure that 
this model of registration within the Irish construction 
industry was appropriate and fully tried and tested, before 
making it available to all construction activity in Ireland.

“The opportunity for contractors to now register sites 

in Ireland is a huge step forward for the Considerate 
Constructors Scheme. With over 18,000 monitoring visits 
to UK-based sites, companies, and suppliers every year, 
the Scheme is highly regarded across the construction 
industry as a central part of instigating positive long-
lasting change, for the benefit of the workforce, local 
communities and the environment,” says Considerate 
Constructors Scheme Chief Executive Edward Hardy.   
“We are delighted to now be able to provide monitoring 
and support services to Irish-based construction sites to 
help raise their standards beyond statutory requirements – 
pushing the bar of considerate construction to a new level 
in Ireland.”

Brian Handcock, Head of Sustainability at Sisk 
commented: “We are proud to have worked with the 
Considerate Constructors Scheme to deliver the first 
project registered in Ireland. Indeed, Sisk was one of the 
early supporters of the Scheme, and has attained the 
highest standards possible on its projects on numerous 
occasions.   As a business that is over 158 years old and 
with over 1300 staff employed, it is important to all of us 
to be recognised for the good work our industry does 
for the communities, workforce and environment that 
we live in, are a part of and care for. Being part of the 
Considerate Constructors Scheme gives us an objective 
viewpoint of our performance, helping us and the wider 
industry to improve our image and reputation. We look 
forward to seeing the Scheme being taken up by our 
peers across Ireland so that the whole industry benefits.”

CCS Hits Emerald Isle
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Work on the redesigning the University  
of Huddersfield’s Joseph Priestley Building 
is under way and completion is due around 

the end of the year
It started life in the 1960s, down to its shape, as the “Z 

Building” and has been upgraded and adapted many times 
over the years.  Now it is named the Joseph Priestley Building 
and undergoes its most ambitious refit yet, which will provide 
exceptional new facilities for the study of science at the 
University of Huddersfield.

The £6 million project is underway, and is the first 
collaboration between the University and Manchester-
based Bardsley Construction.  The lowest three of the four 
storeys are being gutted and will be completely remodelled 
internally.  The external appearance will change too, with 
a new façade – featuring finned metal cladding – that 
will harmonise with the aesthetics of the surrounding 
campus.  Work is due to be completed by the close of 2017.

Before its most recent name change – commemorating a 
local scientist famed for his discovery of oxygen – the block 
was known as the West Building and was home to students 
and staff in both Applied Sciences and the Humanities.

But the recent completion of the £28 million Oastler 
Building, which is a new base for Humanities, means that the 
Joseph Priestley can become a dedicated science block.

“This allows the School of Applied Sciences to grow and 
from next year its students will have better facilities than 
ever,” says University of Huddersfield Director of Estates and 
Facilities Colin Blair.

The development also has an eye on the future, because 
part of the project is the construction of a link that will be in 
place to connect the Joseph Priestley Building to an all-new 
science block planned for an adjacent space currently in use 
as a car park.

However, the next major development at the University of 
Huddersfield will be a new £30 million home for the School 
of Art, Design and Architecture, to be constructed on a site 
that has been cleared to the west of the Campus.  It is to be 
known as the Barbara Hepworth Building – after the famed 
Wakefield-born sculptor – and is scheduled for completion  
by autumn 2019.

The University of Huddersfield aims to work with both 
national and regional contractors and suppliers on its building 
projects, so a first collaboration with Bardsley Construction – 
which has a Leeds office – was a welcome development,  
said Mr Blair.

Rick Smeaton, Bardsley regional manager in Yorkshire, 
commented: “This contract represents our first major project 
for the University of Huddersfield and provides our Yorkshire 
office with an ideal opportunity to enhance our reputation 
for the delivery of high quality and bespoke educational 
facilities.”

Other companies involved in the project include the 
architectural practise AHR – now a global firm but with 
historic roots in Huddersfield.  It was responsible for the 
design of the much-praised Oastler Building, opened in  
April by the University’s Chancellor, HRH The Duke of York.

Huddersfield Uni Gets Facelift
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Recreating an Icon

Battersea Power Station’s four iconic chim-
neys have been rebuilt using the same 
construction technique as when they first 

graced London’s skyline.
Since the first pour on May 14th 2015, nearly 25,000 

wheelbarrow loads of concrete have been hand- poured 
into the chimneys that each stand 51 metres tall.   Rather 
than use a hose to pour the concrete, it was decided 
to replicate the original construction methods and 680 
tonnes of concrete was lifted in a hoist to the top of the 
chimney, transferred into wheelbarrows and then hand 
poured into the structures.

 The rings that can be seen around the new chimneys, 
and that could also be seen around the old ones, are 
formed by using a ‘Jump Form’ shuttering method. Using 
steel and timber, the metal rings are filled with concrete 
then moved up and filled again.

Overall, the hoist has travelled the equivalent of 21 
miles, lifting the concrete to the eight workers waiting on 
boards high above the ground.

The original chimneys, two were built in the 1930s 
and the second pair in the 1950s, had to be demolished 
as they were deemed unsafe because they were badly 
crumbling after so many years.

The rebuilding of the chimneys won a prestigious award 
from the London Civil Engineering Award at a ceremony 
last month.   The north-east and south-west chimneys will 

still be used as chimneys for the new energy centre that 
will provide heating and cooling to the development with 
water vapour being released from their flues.   The north-
west chimney is the last to be finished.

“Battersea Power Station’s chimneys have been the 
backdrop for films, music videos and album covers and 
really are world famous,” says Rob Tincknell, CEO of 
Battersea Power Station Development Company.   “On 
behalf of our shareholders, I would like to say it has been 
an honour to restore this iconic symbol to the London 
skyline so that it can be enjoyed by generations to come.”

His views are echoed by Cllr Ravi Govindia, Leader 
of Wandsworth Council.   “These giant chimneys are 
recognised the world over and as the local planning 
authority we have a profound duty of care to make sure 
the rebuilding process is a success. The site’s owners have 
understood their significance from day one and have 
gone to great lengths to restore them to their former 
glory. And delivered on their promises.”

The Malaysian shareholders of the Battersea Power 
Station project are committed to give back to the 
communities in which they operate. They recognise the 
importance of creating shared value and this is embedded 
in all of their undertakings to ensure that they contribute 
towards building a harmonious and considerate 
community.
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Yorkshire Learning Partnership is pleased 
to announce that the first three schools in 
the Yorkshire Batch of the Priority Schools 

Building Programme, have been completed to 
programme, and that the schools have opened 
on the planned dates. The three schools to open 
are Beckfoot Upper Heaton and Samuel Lister 
Academy, both in the Bradford Metropolitan area, 
together with Harrogate High School in North 
Yorkshire.

The Yorkshire Batch of schools is comprised of seven 
schools in West and North Yorkshire, and has been procured 
by the Education Funding Agency. The project will deliver 
circa 63,283 m2 of new teaching accommodation which 
will benefit in excess of 7,000 students. The learning 
environments have been designed around double and 
triple height community spaces, such as halls and dining 
areas, to provide an abundance of natural light throughout 
the buildings. Each school also has a new standalone 
Sports Hall. The new accommodation will replace outdated 
buildings in need of repair, with facilities suitable and fit for 
the 21st Century.

In addition to providing new school buildings, the project 
also provides hard Facilities Management (FM) services to 
the schools for a concession period of 25 years.

Funding for the £120 million project is provided via a 
Private Finance (PF2) arrangement, from a consortium of 
lenders secured through an Aggregator vehicle, Amber 

Infrastructures.
Yorkshire Learning Partnership is a Special Purpose 

Vehicle (SPV) selected by the Education Funding Agency 
to construct the schools and provide the FM services. 
Partners in the SPV are Equitix, Laing O’Rourke PLC, 
and IUK Investments (HM Treasury’s vehicle for investing 
equity in PF2 projects).

Laing O’Rourke Construction has been contracted 
by Yorkshire Learning Partnership to carry out the 
construction of the buildings and provide the FM service.

To construct the schools Laing O’Rourke has utilised 
its Sigma system, developed by the company as a 
standardised method of school design and construction 
utilising their DfMA (Design for Manufacture and 
Assembly) product range. This offsite manufacturing 
approach, combined with engineering expertise of the 
project teams, has provided high quality construction 
standards, reduced design lead times and enabled 
successful delivery to tight programmes.

Construction of the first three schools commenced 
in September 2015, and they were completed to 
programme between November 2016 and January 2017. 
The first school was occupied after the Christmas holiday 
with the following two schools being occupied after the 
February Half Term break. A further three school will open 
for the new term in September 2017, with the final and 
largest school opening in the Spring of 2018.

Laing O’Rourke Goes Back to School

Plastic Surgeon to Give NI a Facelift

A specialist finishing and repair firm has se-
cured a 12-month service agreement with 
Lagan Homes, as it launches a dedicated 

housebuild presence in Northern Ireland to cater 
specifically to the region.

Thanks to growing demand for its services in the country, 
Plastic Surgeon, the UK’s leading surface repair firm has 
invested in a permanent presence in Northern Ireland, 
which has already seen it win a contract with Lagan Homes, 
the largest house builder in Northern Ireland.

Plastic Surgeon, which operates throughout the UK, 
provides surface repair to a range of industries, including 
housebuild, construction, cruise, facilities management, 
manufacturing and retail, amongst others, using its 
specialist skills to fix damage caused during the course of 
construction projects, by accidental damage or through 
general wear and tear.

The firm has worked in Northern Ireland with insurer 
clients for many years, but due to an expanding 
housebuild sector, Plastic Surgeon has now committed 
more resource, investing in a permanent presence in the 
region. As part of this, Plastic Surgeon will have one of its 
surface repair specialists, Keelin Whitehouse, operating 
full time in Northern Ireland.

Richard Moreton, Housebuild Sales Manager for 

Northern Ireland, Scotland and the North of England said 
of the Lagan Homes contract win: “Lagan Homes is the 
largest house builder in Northern Ireland, so to secure an 
agreement with them for their cosmetic surface repair is 
a real feather in our cap and serves to demonstrate our 
intent in the region,” he says.   “We’ve noticed a real 
upturn in interest in our skills in the house build sector in 
Northern Ireland, so felt the time was right to invest and 
establish a permanent resource. Previously, we’ve brought 
in resource as and when needed, but now we’ll be better 
equipped to respond in a very short timeframe to repair 
requests.”

As one of Plastic Surgeon’s Fine Finishers, and an expert 
in repairing surface damage, Keelin will be responsible 
for conducting surface repair across the full spectrum of 
industries within which Plastic Surgeon operates. Having 
undergone extensive training in the specifics of surface 
repair, and with a wealth of practical experience behind 
him, Keelin is well placed to support businesses in need of 
Plastic Surgeon’s services.

The contract with Lagan Homes will see Keelin – 
supported by Plastic Surgeon’s wider network of Fine 
Finishers – focus initial efforts in the housebuild industry as 
he helps Lagan Homes ensure its properties are in perfect 
condition for client handover upon completion.
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The Most  
Obscure  
Survey EVER!

The UK has featured in the world’s 10 best 
designed petrol stations, as determined 
by leading design website DesignCurial, 

making it one of the world’s top countries for 
petrol station design and innovation.

Thousands of rest areas were evaluated worldwide 
before narrowing it down to the top 10. They were 
ranked on design, innovation and the structure’s 
relationship with its surroundings.

The UK holds its place this year for Esso Mobil 
Station located in Leicestershire, UK. The station 
became an English Heritage listed building in 2012 
and remains one of the last surviving examples of 
1960s American architect Eliot Noyes’ distinctive 
designs.

Newcomer and first on the list is Rest Area 
Niemenharju located on European highway E75 
running from Greece to North Cape through to 
Northern Europe. The blissful rest area is set alongside 
Lake Kolima giving passers-by stunning views of the 
serene waterscape. Twenty-four tree-like columns are 
made from laminated timber providing visitors with a 
sense of calm and peace. Ten hotel rooms and a sauna 
make this petrol station the ultimate stop.

Second on the list is last year’s first place winner, 
Pops Arcadia Route 66 located in Oklahoma, USA. 
The stand-out station is a must-visit with its iconic 
66ft-tall soda bottle that glows up the highway like 
a beacon.  Floor to ceiling windows covered in rows 
of coloured soda bottles guarantee a memorable 
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experience.
Going up one spot is Batumi Petrol Station + Restaurant 

in Batumi, Georgia. The two differing facades are made up 
of tinted windows and geometric beams while the other 
overhangs, sheltering gas pumps while also complementing 
the geometric elements.

Another new entry on the list is fourth place winner NP Gas 
Station located in San Agustin de Guadalix, Spain situated 
about 40 minutes from Madrid. The impressive roof is 
reminiscent of birds and clouds set between the sky and the 
earth providing complete fluidity in movement amongst the 
passing cars.

Also making the list is 365 Fina Europe, Orival Gas Station 
in Belgium designed by Samyn and Partners. The rest stop 
hosts temporary exhibitions of young, local painters and 
sculptors arranged in the surrounding landscaped parks.

Following the UK in seventh place is Houten Service Station 
in The Netherlands – another addition to the Fina 2010 
Programme. Semi-transparent curved facades made from 
galvanised expanded steel plates have been placed using 
technical calculations to eliminate as much wind turbulence 
as possible.
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BAM Construction claimed second place with nine new 
contract awards during the month. The largest of these is 
a £35 million refurbishment and repair contract for Bourne 
Leisure Ltd at the Studley Castle Hotel in Stratford upon 
Avon. Morgan Sindall took third place with a massive haul of 
23 new contract awards for a combined total of £118 million. 
Wates claimed the fourth slot with nine new contract awards 
worth a combined £105.5 million including a £31 million deal 
for the construction of a new residential block for the Regal 
Property Group in Broad Street in Birmingham.

It is indicative of the sharp downturn in UK construction 
awards that fifth spot on the BCLive league table went to PJ 
Hegarty & Sons thanks to a single £100 million new office 
build contract award in the Republic of Ireland. Similarly, 
Walls Construction – a newcomer on the upper echelons of 
the BCLive league table – took a top 20 place on the monthly 
countdown thanks to a £60 million contract win for the 
construction of 261 apartments in the Irish capital.

In total, the BCLive league table identified circa 600 new 
contract awards during the month of May. That is actually 
not far off the established norm and proves that there is 
still construction demand out there. But while clients are 
still willing to invest, it seems that investment has become 
significantly more cautious. To use a motoring analogy, 
they remain willing to buy a Ford Mondeo, but they are not 
minded to purchase a Ferrari.

It is no coincidence that a weakening in construction 
demand has been intensified by Theresa May’s decision 
to call a snap General Election. The concern is that if the 
industry is holding its breath for that election and its impact 
upon Britain’s future outside the EU, it might well succumb to 
asphyxia before any clarity is realised.
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NEIL EDWARDS
The Builders’ Conference  CEO

Builders’ Conference monthly round-up of new 
contract awards compiled on the BCLive league 
table not only provides an accurate analysis 

of the ebbs and flows of construction demand and 
outputs; it also allows us to identify industry norms. 
In recent months – ever since the economic reces-
sion was officially declared dead – those norms have 
included an average of £4 billion in new contract 
awards each calendar month; London contributing 
more than £1 billion to that monthly total; the top 
seven or eight contractors each winning £100 mil-
lion or more of new orders; and the housing sector 
leading the way.

In May, following months of increasingly worrying warning 
signs, the industry achieved just one of those established 
norms with housing accounting for more than a third of 
all new contract awards recorded. Only five companies at 
the top of the BCLive league table managed to break the 
£100 million barrier and one of them had to win work in the 
Republic of Ireland to do so; the entire table barely scraped 
£3 billion leaving it 25 percent short of expected levels; and 
London – the bellwether of UK construction demand – was 
some 60 percent down, contributing circa £400 million.

This situation – caused, no doubt, by pre-Election 
uncertainty, rising materials prices, and ongoing fears over 
Brexit – was exacerbated by a total absence of signature 
projects. While the BCLive league table is generally topped 
by a company winning new contracts worth hundreds of 
millions each, Kier Group took the May 2017 crown with a 
monthly total of circa £200 million made up of 17 individual 
contracts. The largest of these was a £40 million order from 
Countryside Properties for the construction of a new research 
and development building at the Cambridge Biomedical 
Campus.

With the industry seemingly holding its breath for the 
outcome of the General Election and its likely impact 
upon Brexit negotiations, the BCLive league table tells a 
sorry tale of across-the-board downturns. The Builders’ 
Conference CEO Neil Edwards analyses the figures.

An absence of good news
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337no companies were detailed as winning new 
construction orders during May 2017

Circa 608no new construction orders are detailed 
on BCLive

Kier Group secure overall top spot with £177.4M of 
new work

New orders in £1M to £5M category, Morgan Sindall 
Group came out on top & in the £1M and  
under category Armfield Construction from Chert-
sey in Surrey were the winners

Morgan Sindall Group plc secured the most number 
of new construction orders in the month with 23no

Quick review of BCLive table  
for May 2017
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BCLIVE.co.ukTop 100 results: 01/05/2017 - 31/05/2017

Total for Period: £3,139.3m
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BCLIVE.co.ukTop 100 results rolling year Jun 2016 to May 2017: 01/06/2016 - 31/05/2017

Total for Period: £44,965.6m
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The Hendon Waterside  
regeneration project  
was established to deliver  

over 2,000 new homes and local 
amenities on a thirty-acre site in 
West Hendon, within the Lon-
don Borough of Barnet. Part of 
the regeneration project involved 
the construction of The Vista – a 
26 storey flagship development 
made up of 142 apartments.

To assist with the delivery of The 
Vista, market-leading residential 
developer, Barratt London, issued an 
appeal for new industry innovations that 
could help to minimise on-site waste. 
Any new innovations would need to 
be sympathetic to the location of the 
development site, which had limited 
ground-level space and access.

In July 2015, Reconomy approached 
Barratt London and offered to install 
its newly-developed Sustain-a-bale 
system as an alternative to using skips 
and containers for the disposal of light 
mixed waste.

Sustain-a-bale works by compacting 
low density materials in order to 
minimise the amount of space that 
these frequently bulky, yet lightweight, 

waste streams occupy – often reducing 
volumes by as much as 50 percent.

The Sustain-a-bale system went live 
in November 2015 following agreement 
from Barratt London that it would 
be used to compact all packaging, 
insulation, card, polythene and carpet 
waste. Its objective was to ensure that 
the lowest possible volume of light 
mixed waste left the site each week.

To oversee the management of 
the system, Reconomy took the 
unprecedented step of deploying its 
own full-time labourer on-site. Not only 
did this ensure Sustain-a-bale reached 
its full potential, it also removed the 
burden of responsibility from the site 
manager and Barratt London personnel.

Despite initial meetings between 
Reconomy personnel and trade 
managers, it soon became apparent 
that waste was not arriving at the baling 
area properly segregated. Instead, 
light mixed waste was being mixed 
in with other waste streams that were 
supposed to be segregated at source, 
including metals, inert materials, wood 
and plasterboard.

To overcome this, it was agreed 
that all on-site wheelie bins would 

Reducing Site 
Waste at Source
Groundbreaking innovations on Barratt London’s innovative Hendon 
Waterside Housing Development include Sustain-a-Bale, which is 
resulting in dramatic reductions in the volume and cost of waste
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be branded for use by specific trades, 
making it possible to identify who was 
responsible for the waste in each bin. 
This was supported by Barratt London’s 
management team who also informed 
all trades that any costs incurred by the 
cross-contamination of waste streams 
would be counter-charged back to them.

Though Reconomy personnel 
were initially deployed to oversee 
the Sustain-a-bale baling process, 
our role quickly began to evolve. In 
addition to baling, our operatives 
were also checking wheelie bins for 
cross-contamination, providing advice 
to trades, ensuring metals, wood and 
other waste streams were correctly 
segregated, and helping to maximise 
skip utilisation by improving loading 
procedures.

This enhanced role was formally 
acknowledged by Barratt London, 
resulting in the deployment of a 
Reconomy Site Waste Manager, with 
a specific remit of minimising on-
site waste output. This freed up the 
Reconomy labourer, allowing them 
to focus on maximising output of the 
Sustain-a-bale system.

In the two months prior to introducing 

Sustain-a-bale on-site, the Hendon 
Waterside project generated over 490 
tonnes of light mixed waste alone, 
requiring 133 waste movements to 
remove it.

In the five months following the 
introduction of Sustain-a-bale, which 
also coincided with the deployment 
of Reconomy personnel on-site, the 
amount of light mixed waste generated 
fell to 214.96 tonnes – an average 
of 42.99 tonnes per month. As a 
consequence on this, monthly waste 
costs also dropped considerably.   
Because of the reduced volume, 
average monthly waste movements fell 
by over 45 percent.

Across all of the project’s various 
waste streams, a total of 755 tonnes 
of waste was generated in the 
two months prior to the arrival of 
Reconomy personnel and the Sustain-
a-bale system. In the five months that 
followed, the average amount of waste 
generated was 119.81 tonnes a month. 
At its lowest it fell to just 92.48 tonnes 
per month.

Visit www.reconomy.com  
to find out more.

http://www.reconomy.com
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In London alone, there were 
19,845 homes sitting idle for 
over six months in 2016 - that 

is £9.4 billion worth of property, 
taking into account the average 
price in London of £474,704.

Birmingham was the worst performer 
outside London with 4,397 properties 
sitting empty - up 13 percent in a year - 
with an estimated value of £956 million. 
Bradford had the second highest figure 
at 3,944 (down five percent valued at 
£858 million) followed by Liverpool on 
3,449 (up five percent valued at £750 
million).   Manchester has seen the 
greatest fall over a decade, dropping 88 
percent to 1,365.

The tables have turned in London 
where one of the most deprived areas 
has swapped places with one of the 
wealthiest as the capital’s  
worst performer. 

Prime property hotspot Kensington & 
Chelsea has London’s highest number 
of long-term vacant homes with 1,399 
empty, up 8.5 percent on last year 
and a rise of 22.7 percent in a decade. 
Taking into account the Royal Borough’s 

unusually high average property prices, 
this would give the homes an estimated 
value of £2 billion.

Previously, last place in the capital 
had gone to Newham which has staged 
a remarkable turnaround in 12 months, 
slashing the number of empty homes by 
55 percent to 593 from 1,318 in 2015.

Property Partner analysed the latest data 
from the Department of Communities 
and Local Government (DCLG), looking 
at long-term vacant dwellings in England 
between 2005 and 2016.

Over the last decade the number of 
long-term vacant homes in England has 
dropped 36.4 percent from 314,719 
in 2006 but it has barely moved year-
on-year, showing a drop of 35 percent 
in the decade to 2015. The estimated 
value of empty property in England now 
stands at £43.5 billion.

Harrow saw the biggest rise in 
England with an astonishing 571 
percent climb to 651 from 97 in 2015. 

Blackburn has seen the biggest rise 
outside London with a 32 percent rise 
in a year with 1,563 vacant homes. 
Blackpool just crept into the worst 

The Scandal of Britain’s 
Empty Houses
At a time when politicians are falling over themselves to pledge  
the construction of new homes to meet the UK’s housing shortfall,  
a survey has revealed that England has 200,145 long-term  
empty homes. According to research by property investment  
marketplace Property Partner, those homes are worth  
more than £43 billion.
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20 town/cities outside London but 
achieved the greatest percentage 
reduction outside London, falling 26 
percent in a year. 

West Yorkshire, which includes 
Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds 
and Wakefield, has the highest number 
among Metropolitan Districts for the 
third year in a row (11,555). All six 
districts - including Greater Manchester, 
West Midlands, Merseyside, Tyne & 
Wear and South Yorkshire - have long-
term vacant property totalling £11.7 
billion in value. 

The number of Local Authority-owned 
long-term vacant homes fell 12.7 
percent in 12 months to 23,928 in 2016. 

London saw the same percentage 
fall to 6,581. Ealing had the most LA-
owned vacants with 897 (down 14.7 
percent), followed by Greenwich with 
733 (down 27.7 percent) and Hackney 
with 600 (up 30 percent). The biggest 
percentage rise was in Kingston-upon-
Thames which rose 144 percent to 88. 
Bexley and Richmond-upon-Thames 
both had zero.

Outside London, Sheffield had the 

most LA-owned vacants with 762 empty 
homes (up 0.7 percent), followed by 
Liverpool on 682 (down 30.5 percent) 
and Birmingham on 650 (down 21 
percent).

In London, Hammersmith & Fulham 
had the second highest total number of 
empty homes up 42.7 percent to 381 in 
12 months. Over a decade Harrow not 
only saw the biggest rise in one year, 
but the largest London rise in 10 years, 
up 76 percent.

The borough of Croydon had the 
second highest number of vacant 
homes at 1,216 (up 19 percent in a year) 
followed by Camden with 1,114 (down 
two percent).

In the capital, 19 boroughs saw falls 
while 14 saw rises on the previous year. 

The following table shows long-term 
vacant properties for all 33 London 
boroughs from 2006-2016, and the 
total estimated value, calculated from 
an average London property price of 
£474,704.

“These figures lay bare the huge 
amount of housing stock lying empty 
across the country.   Councils have 

had the power to apply to seize empty 
homes since 2006 and huge advances 
have been made over the last ten 
years. Our research shows there is 
some great work being done in areas 
where the number of empty homes is 
coming down rapidly, such as Blackpool 
and Harrow.   Dealing with this issue 
represents a fantastic opportunity 
to free up supply and help alleviate 
the scarcity of affordable housing 
nationally,” says Property Partner CEO 
Dan Gandesha.   “We’d like to see 
the trend of the last decade continue, 
particularly where prices and demand 
are highest. That’s why it is a concern 
that in London 14 of 33 boroughs saw 
an increase in empty homes compared 
with the previous year.   It would be 
encouraging to see that number reduce 
over the course of 2017, particularly 
when you consider that in and around 
London, some of the poorest workers 
are being pushed towards spending 
more than 40 percent of their income 
on rent.   Tackling empty homes is one 
of the ways Britain can fix its broken 
housing market.”
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This is the first Doro smart-
phone to be offered outside 
the company’s target market 

of the over-65 age bracket. The 
Doro strategy is to apply its ex-
pertise in technological solutions 
that support vulnerable people, 
and adapt this to focus on the 
growing lone worker market.

New Phone for  
Site Safety
Doro, the global leader in senior mobile phone technology, is 
launching the Doro 8020X smartphone, a device designed to  
keep lone workers safe and secure during their professional lives.

The 8020X will support people 
working alone in premises, those who 
work from home or in isolation, people 
working outside ‘normal’ hours and 
those in remote locations. With six 
million people in the UK working either 
in isolation or without direct supervision, 
employee vulnerability and the risk of 
work-related injuries is high. In 2015/16, 
an estimated 4.5 million working 
days were lost due to self-reported 
workplace injuries, on average 7.2 days 
per case. As advances in smartphone 
and communications technology 
enable remote connection to business 
networks, employers are now looking to 
technology-based solutions to reduce 
these numbers.

The robust 8020X is designed to 
withstand some of the most challenging 
work environments, including 
healthcare, construction and agricultural 
sites, and even ‘heavy’ industries. It is 
shock, dust and water-resistant, and has 
a measured IP rating of 67 which means 
that it is fully protected from dust and 
can also withstand being submerged 
in 1 metre of static water for up to 30 
minutes.

Like many Doro mobile phones, the 
8020X is equipped with an assistance 
button which can be used to request 
help. It is also compatible with the 
Doro 3500 Bluetooth® wrist trigger 
which is also IP67 rated and can be 
worn on the outside of clothing. The 
alarm assistance request can be sent 
in various ways, depending on the 
employer’s requirements. In its standard 
form, the device will send an SMS with 
the worker’s GPS location to up-to five 
pre-programmed contacts, and dial the 
numbers in rotation until answered. It 
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is also compatible with the Doro Alarm 
Application (DAA), which can connect 
the smartphone with the employer 
directly through the cloud or to selected 
alarm receiving centres (ARCs).

Across Europe, local authorities, 
healthcare and social service providers 
are already using Doro Care services 
to support the elderly and people with 
disabilities. In regions such as Norway, 
Doro employs nurses in its care offering 
and has seen how technology solutions 
can support them when working 
remotely. Healthcare workers, for 
example, can often enter environments 
where they are at risk or vulnerable. 
Now, with Doro’s remote monitoring 
portal, healthcare workers can ensure 
they’re monitored and supported by 
their employers when entering these 
environments. Working with frontline 
healthcare professionals has shown 
Doro the demand for services that keep 
workers safe, and is applying its proven 
technology to support staff across a 
variety of industries.

The Doro cloud service is called 
i-care® online, Doro’s established and 
robust unique web-based service. This 
portal offers remote provisioning and 
supervision capabilities and constantly 
monitors the status of the device, 
including alarm events. These include 
a host of events covering lost network 
connection, low battery, safety timer 
activation or inactivity, which will 
automatically be sent as notifications 
to a colleague, manager, employer 
or out-of-ours monitoring company 
using HTTP or the web portal. i-care® 
online is easily accessed around the 
clock, allowing users to always see the 
status, in real time, minute by minute 
for all installed devices. This allows 
employers to constantly be aware of 
their employees’ safety and decide 
themselves how they manage events 
and responses. Doro i-care® online is 
an annual subscription of only €48 a 
year, per device.

Key functions of the Doro 8020X 
and DAA services include:
 

• An assistance button
• A safety timer: a function 

which enables the user to set 
a timer for an alarm activation 
after a specified time frame, 
depending on how long a job 
should take

• GPS localisation
• ‘Are you OK?’ alerts via i-care® 

online, which can be sent to the 
user, by colleagues, for welfare 
checks

• Tracking, a service which 
can view the location of the 
device at any time via an alarm 
receiving centre

• Android 6.0
• 5MP camera
• 8GB memory with SD card to 

add up to 128GB additional 
useable memory

• Long lasting 3000 mAH battery
• 2G/3G/4G (LTE) / Wifi / 

Bluetooth v4 connectivity

“The 8020X is a fantastic addition 
to the Doro portfolio. We know that 
combining the amazing services 
that we use every day to support 
vulnerable seniors around the world, in 
a professional business sales channel, 
can save lives and improve safety. Our 
established and robust Care service 
brings new expertise to the lone 
worker market and greater flexibility to 
employers using a truly business class 
device,” says Chris Millington, MD of 
Doro UK&I.   “We believe that this is 
a vital new ingredient for employers 
considering the health and safety risks 
for people working alone, no matter the 
size of the organisation.”

The Doro 8020X is available from 
major distributors including Data Select, 
Tech Data, Exertis and Brightstar 2020.
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Everyone dreads them, no one wants 
them, but all of us need them. The en-
tire construction industry has been tied 

up for years with the constant administrative 
overhead of PQQs. Entire departments have 
been dedicated to ensuring that the right 
questions are asked and the correct answers 
delivered. 

Main Contractors have always needed to fulfill their 
compliance obligations of course; ‘Is my subcontractor 
solvent, capable and competent and so on’. And 
subcontractors have had to run around filling in the 
answers to these questions – hundreds of them. The 
same questions presented differently by whatever 
number of Contractors they’re working for. 

The compliance requirements that PQQs address 
tie up expensive resources, reduce output and lower 
productivity. We all know this and there are of course, 
several PPQ solutions out there. Ranging from the 
over-thought, through the over-hyped, to the ‘its over-
there and will be ready at some time in the distant 
future’.

But what about now? PAS-91 isn’t the solution - it’s a 
great set of standard questions and a good beginning, 
but it isn’t the solution. It can’t ‘deliver’ the ‘answers’, 
because it isn’t a ‘platform’, just a question set. Even 
the BSI themselves acknowledge PAS-91 needs a 
construction database with open-access to all. As an 
industry, we can suffer in ‘silence’, or take a look at the 
solution a set of respected industry players have come 
up with. 

Builder’s Profile has been building gravity for years 
with its cloud-based open-access Common Database 
platform that presents the PAS-91 question set – plus 
Main Contractors own questions. This is important, as 
different Contractors need to have their own specific 
questions answered too. Subcontractors create their 
own ‘Profile’ within the platform and its available for 
Main Contractors to see. Simple!

But what makes Builder’s Profile so attractive right 
here and now, is its new tie-up, they call it ‘partnering’, 
with ConQuest - one of the country’s best ‘loved’ 
estimating, costing and surveying applications. In a 

The PQQ solution you probably didn’t know you already have

Construction’s 
nightmare or just 
a set of questions?
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masterstroke of simplicity, ConQuest users - that’s 
every estimator, surveyor and buyer using ConQuest - 
can now search the entire Builder’s Profile database of 
over 25,000 subcontractors, consultants and suppliers. 
It also means that Builder’s Profile subscribers are now 
visible to over 70% of UK building contractors through 
the ConQuest platform. These synergies are good 
news not just for Builder’s Profile and ConQuest, but 
the entire Construction industry too.

The ‘set of respected industry players’ I mentioned 
earlier also includes SMAS, who provide an SSIP 
Accreditation facility through Builders’ Profile, so 
that’s Health & Safety covered in the same system. 
Tie-ups with The Builders’ Conference, Considerate 
Constructors Scheme and COINS deliver further 
benefits through sharing information.

Big name Main Contractors already using Builder’s 
Profile include: Galliford Try, Morgan Sindall, Willmott 
Dixon and BAM Nuttall. Others, including the likes 
of Balfour Beatty, Costain, Vinci and Laing O’Rourke, 
benefit from Builder’s Profile’s unique Joint Venture 
capabilities. The massive Thames Tideway and HS2 
projects which clearly require the ability to manage 
and share large and complex supply chains, already 
use Builder’s Profile. 

As Fiona Clarke, Procurement Manager – Business 
Intelligence, of Galliford Try says, “Committed to the 
principles behind PAS-91, Galliford Try’s Construction 
business required a platform that could deliver the 
reality of a common question set, electronically 
accessible to all, alongside a suite of Supply Chain 
Management tools. Builder’s Profile provided the 
solution to this requirement.”

The ability to view and manage a supply chain 
on one proven UK based open-access Common 
Database has got to be an advantage and this 
‘partnering’ arrangement looks like it can really deliver 
for the industry. Builder’s Profile has been around for 
a while now, slowly gathering support for it’s simple 
model – get subcontractors to take ownership of 
‘their’ PQQ information and share it with everyone 
who needs to see it - everyone wins. 

Subcontractors are happy, even keen, when they 
know they don’t have to keep answering the same 
questions over and over again. Main contractors have 
access to all the information they need, kept up to 
date for them and with loads of advanced supply 
chain management tools. There are no barriers to 
entry or use of the system on either side, and perhaps 
best of all, the whole system is self-financed purely 
through efficiency savings. 

The biggest question is why many people don’t 
know about it and that’s why partnering with 
ConQuest is such an obvious step. Overnight, the 
Builder’s Profile system has become available to the 
vast majority of the industry. So if you’re amongst 
those who don’t know much about Builder’s Profile 
perhaps now is the time to start investigating – 
you’re going to be hearing a lot more in the weeks 
and months to come. Graham Edgell, Director of 
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Sustainability and Procurement at Morgan Sindall 
Group plc agrees. “We’ve been using both systems 
for years and they’ve delivered streamlining and cost 
savings throughout the business and beyond. We’re 
delighted that Builder’s Profile and ConQuest are 
linked, because we know this will deliver a genuinely 
effective collaboration solution.”

But, let’s not avoid the obvious; there are many 
problems around the definition of a standard PQQ 
question set. Should it be PAS-91? - soon to publish 
it’s 2017 mini-update to meet the legal requirements 
of CDM 2015; Should it include the Build UK industry 
‘standard’ questions? - hopefully being published by 
the end of the year; Should it even be called a PQQ? 
- under current EU law ‘PQQs’ are outlawed for small 
projects and for large projects are superseded by the 
wonderful ESPD – or European Standard Procurement 
Document - which is so standard that even England 
and Scotland have different versions! And of course, 
all of this is constantly changing and will continue to 

change. We’re still trying to deal with BIM, Modern 
Slavery and CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) 
to name but a few current issues and, what was that 
other uncertainty at the moment? …oh, yes, the 
impact of Brexit! 

It’s seems it’s part of human nature to focus on 
problems so much we often overlook the obvious 
answer that’s right in front of us. Defining and 
maintaining the list of questions in a PQQ is a never-
ending task, but whatever the questions being asked, 
there always needs to be a collaborative collection, 
management and dissemination solution. It’s nice to 
know that particular problem has already been solved. 

Amidst all the discussion, debate and prevarication 
about PQQs, there appears to be a solution already 
in place. Builder’s Profile and ConQuest might just 
have given the UK Construction Industry the open-
access Common Database for PQQ and Compliance 
management that’s its always deserved.

http://www.buildersprofile.co.uk
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CONTRACTOR  
OF THE MONTH

The Builder’s Conference 
has launched a new 
feature on its updated 
website called Contractor 
of the Month.  The articles 
focus on businesses that 
are ambassadors for the 
sector, are great places to 
work and are dedicated 
to improving the image 
of construction including 
responding to the skills 
shortage with training 
programmes, working 
with the community and 
using innovative  
construction techniques.

Uprise Construction 

Established in 2003, Uprise is a 
privately owned construction 
company with offices in Couls-

don and Brighton. With a turnover 
in excess of £6m per annum, they 
deliver a range of construction 
projects from new build and re-
furbishment to shop fitting and 
maintenance work. Sectors include 
housing, commercial, education and 
fit-out. 

Typical clients include Local 
Authorities, schools and private 
developers.  A focus on being 
competitive, hands on, flexible and user 
friendly has resulted in a successful first 
14 years and attracted lots of repeat 
business.  The Uprise team embrace 
these values in everything they do and 
hope to be busy for a further 14 years 
and beyond.

"Work began at the beginning of 
one of the worst winters in recent 
times. Uprise programmed and re-
programmed the work and workforce 
due to weather and unforeseen 
problems and brought the project in on 
time and on budget."

Paul Clarke, PDK  
Architecture & Surveying

"I employed Uprise to carry out 
the complete fit out of a modern 3 
storey doctor’s surgery with minor ops 
rooms. Uprise were professional and 
conscientious from start to finish and 
provided an excellent building for the 
end user."

Maurice Brocklesby,  
Primary Care Development Services

9 new flats with 
large basement 
construction, 
constructed in 
both traditional 
and modern style, 
Croydon

http:/www.uprisegroup.co.uk
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“I am happy to commend the 
professionalism and quality of both 
Uprise management and workmanship. 
We found their straightforward 
approach and spirit of partnership 
enabled the project to be successfully 
completed within our time and budget 
constraints.”

Mike Weekes,  
Redhill Baptist Church

Supporting 
future talent
Uprise have historically looked 
to promote within and that 
process starts with finding 
young talent from local colleges. 

If people are good and willing 
to learn they are supported 
within the business and go from 
strength to strength, becoming, 
ultimately, an invaluable 
member of the Uprise team. 

Current discussions are taking 
place with local colleges with 
a view to taking on carpentry 
and bricklaying apprentices in 
September 2017.

RECENT  
PROJECTS 

83 Great Titchfield 
Street, London 
This £1.8m project consisted of 
converting and extending a 6 storey 
office building in London into 3 
new luxury flats and 5,500 square 
feet of modern commercial space. 
The flats were constructed to a 
high quality and included several 
interesting design features including 
brick feature walls, 3m high Selo 
sliding doors and bespoke metal 
floors, entrance portal and staircase. 
High quality bespoke joinery items 
such as wardrobes, entrance doors, 
shelving, mirrors and vanity units 
were also installed. 

33 Welbeck Street, London
This 1.6m project consisted of stripping out and refurbishing 
an 11,000 square foot 6 storey office in Marylebone, London. 
This Cat A fit out project was fast track and included various 
contractor design elements including the mechanical and 
electrical work along with the structural alteration work. The 
quality of finishes to both the offices and reception area 
was high. The reception area had a polished concrete floor, 
a bespoke concrete desk and bench and a bespoke metal 
bookshelf and entrance portal.

Maintenance teams
Unlike a lot of other main contractors, Uprise also 
have a reactive maintenance division which offers 
a high quality repairs service to clients.  A team 
of experienced and qualified operatives such as 
plumbers, electricians and carpenters are on hand to 
respond to client call outs at very short notice.  This 
is one of Uprise’s core strengths and provides clients 
with a flexible, responsive service that they often need 
but cannot obtain from larger mainstream contractors.
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RECENT  
PROJECTS 

To nominate a Contractor Of The Month –  Email

Pear Tree Cottages, Ashington
This 800k project of 4 new build terraced houses 
used timber frame construction resulting in the main 
structural frames including the first floors, being 
erected in 3 weeks. Due to the project location 
(Sussex), the look of the houses were very traditional 
and included Velvac windows and sliding doors, 
flint external walls, cast stone quoins and traditional 
oak doors. The internal works were traditional yet 
modern with the finishes being kept fairly simple 
and in keeping with the cottage like feel of the 
houses. 

Kelly Court Croydon
The project consisted of the designing and building 9 new build flats including an 800m3 
basement created using secant piles, a reinforced waterproof concrete ‘box’, secondary 
delta membrane and sump pump. The super–structure was traditional and included pre-cast 
concrete planks and stairs and brick cavity walls. As Code level 4 for sustainable Homes was 
a planning requirement, photo voltaic cells and a green roof were installed together with 
substantially upgraded insulation through the building. The careful selection of internal and 
external materials and products meant the overall finish of the build was to a high quality. 
The final scheme was signed off and registered with BLP.

Please visit www.uprisegroup.co.uk for more information

With thanks to Graham Collins, Director, Uprise Construction 

mailto:nicola%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=


Please find us at www.buildersconfjobs.co.uk 

BREAKING NEWS: Free Job Adverts for Builders’  
Conference member organisations for four weeks!

The Builders Conference Jobs Board is well and truly up and running.

We’ve invested in the latest, most relevant, and 
easily accessible job board software, candidate 
sign-up tools and aggregator software alongside 
partnering up with the UK’s only Demolition 
specific job board – www.demolition-jobs.
co.uk for more coverage into that sector. 

Our vision is to enable Builders’ Conference 
members to benefit from an all-encompassing, 
one stop shop for all Construction recruitment 
be it blue or white collar.

Although early days, the great news is that we 
are gaining traction with increasing candidate 
sign-ups. We are focusing on adding jobs which
is key to attract a healthy and up-to-date

candidate database so members can access that 
talent pool and tap into the most relevant, local, 
qualified candidates for the roles on offer.

It is with this in mind that we are delighted to be 
able to offer Builders’ Conference members the 
ability to trial us for FREE. 

We are offering ALL members the opportunity to 
place 1 x job ad for free on site for 4-weeks.

Please email ben@chambers.media with your 
company details, the job specification and where 
you want the applications to be sent through too 
as well as your company logo and we will get it 
live ASAP.  

http://www.buildersconfjobs.co.uk
http://www.buildersconfjobs.co.uk
http://www.demolition-jobs.co.uk
http://www.demolition-jobs.co.uk
mailto:ben@chambers.media
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On Friday 19th May, 15 women from 
London attended a free ‘trade’ taster 
workshop focused on Repairs & Main-

tenance and organised by Mears Group, the 
leading provider of maintenance services to 
social housing, working in partnership with 
Construction Youth Trust.

After the success of the first five workshops in 
Nottingham, Cardiff, London, Canterbury, and 
Manchester a second London Taster Day was held 
at the Construction Youth Trust Training Centre in 
Bermondsey last week.

The series of workshops around the UK aims to 
provide a practical and inspiring learning experience 
for women who wish to ‘have a go’ at a trade before 
deciding on whether to pursue a career in building 
maintenance.

The taster session consisted of practical training 
work in several trade skills including tiling, joinery, 
and painting and decorating led by a qualified trades 
trainer. The women were also informed of career 
opportunities in the Repairs & Maintenance sector and 
the progression and support systems open to them.

All in all, the day was a huge success with 14 
of the participants stating that they would now 
consider a career working in the building repairs and 
maintenance sector. Having met all the women on the 
day, Women into Construction are already working 
hard to source progression routes for the women.

One of the participants commented: “The activities 
were great. I would like to develop my skills with 
more activities. It was fun, the teachers were excellent 
and gave me the motivation to further my career in 
repairs.”

Gainor Keeton, Mears Project Manager, said, “Only 
1% of construction trade operatives in the construction 
sector are female. We are determined to do better 
than this and to increase the number of tradeswomen 
across the social housing building maintenance 
sector. We also support other organisations to get the 
message out that there are good careers for women 
to be had in social housing maintenance. This is not 
only the right thing to do but we know that the best 
workforce is one which reflects the communities in 
which we serve.”

Wendy Heller, Training, Development and 

Latest news from the Builders’ Conference charity:  
Construction Youth Trust.

Mears hosts free workshop 
to inspire more women into  
construction trades

https://www.women-into-construction.org/
http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk
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If you would like to offer support to the CYT or help run a 
training programme please get in touch with  
Angela Springall 020 8770 0111

Curriculum Manager at Construction Youth Trust 
commented, “15 women came through the door today with 
very little or no previous knowledge or experience of the 
building repairs and maintenance sector. After participating 
in various tasks and workshops, 14 confirmed they would now 
happily consider a career in the sector. Clearly, knowledge is 
the key here; knowledge of the industry itself, knowledge of 
potential opportunities, skills knowledge and the assurance 
that given these opportunities, women can enjoy a long, 
productive and successful career in the building repairs and 
maintenance sector.”

You can see all the photos from the day here.

If you are interested in finding out more about careers 
in the trades, we are running the Budding Builders course 
on a regular basis and welcome young people who 
are currently looking to gain a CSCS card, and find 
employment or training.
 
Please contact us for more information.

What do CYT do for young people?

▹ Raise awareness of opportunities in the industry

▹  Provide work experience placements within  
 the industry

▹  Provide access to training and employment  
 opportunities

▹  Increase their confidence and aspiration

▹  CSCS card training and support

▹  Taster days and basic trade skills training 

▹  Challenge and change perceptions of the  
 industry amongst young people, their  
 teachers and parents

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Construction-Youth-Trust-297252343729003/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1307907962663431
http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk/budding-builders/how-it-works
http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk/contact-us
http://www.constructionyouth.org.uk/ourcourses/find-course
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DO YOU GET 
YOUR RETENTION 
MONEY BACK?
Are you doing enough to 
make sure you get your 
retention paid back in 
construction contracts?
SMART CONTRACTORS 
MAKE SURE THEY GET IT BACK!

LET ELSE SOLICITORS 
HELP YOU TO 
COLLECT YOUR 
RETENTION MONIES 
QUICKLY AND EASILY.
For more information please 
contact Andrew Hickman.

Direct Dial: 

01283 808 977
or email: 
andrew.hickman@elselaw.co.uk
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Phillip Collard 
CEO - My Console

We have come across some staggering 
statistics about the success, or lack of 
success, in the implementation of new 

CRM systems. In a recent meeting with a top 
15 UK-contractor, their own internal research 
revealed that only 27% of planned users were 
active, 65% had only logged in once and 8% had 
never logged in at all. This is supported by ISM, 
a US Management Consultant who claims that 
as many as 50% of implementation failures are 
directly attributable to user resistance. 

When you dig a little deeper as to the reasons why 
users don’t embrace such systems, the key feedback 
themes we hear is ‘the system is clunky to use’, ‘it 
conflicts with the way they work’. And the most 
frequently heard complaint is that it adds an extra 
burden to their daily workload, ‘I need to put aside 2 to 
3 hours a week to enter the information.’ 

It’s all very well implementing a state of the art 
software solution that is designed to improve business 
performance and create efficiencies, but if people aren’t 
using it, it just isn’t able to do its job. So your investment 
can become a waste of time and money.

Making technology work for your business
Improving cultures and behaviours is a complex and 
difficult process and it needs to be carefully mapped 
out and planned. A clear implementation programme is 
pivotal to the uptake of the technology in your business. 

Change management is more than making a 
transition; it is about knowing exactly what desired 
elements you want to achieve and then focusing on 
making the transition as straight-forward as possible for 
everyone in an organisation. 

In terms of introducing new technology, it means early 
consultation and then preparing your team and your 
business for the introduction and ongoing use of the 
new system. 

Your organisation needs to overcoming resistance 
from team members and help people understand the 
individual benefits the new technology can deliver to 
each person. Making sure you have full buy-in from 
the beginning gives you more chance of a successful 
implementation.

There are several vital components to a  
successful change management programme.
Successful change begins at the top 
The leadership team need to be 100% behind the project 
and committed to the change programme. A united 
leadership team helps an organisation adjust and develop. 

Communication is essential. 
Open communication channels mean everyone feels 
involved in the process. As well as informing teams 
about change, you should create mechanism to engage 
users constantly to capture feedback as well as metrics 
on implementation progress and be prepared to listen 
and respond to feedback on insights gained. 

Invest in training
Well-trained users are more likely to use new 
technology. As well as an initial commitment to training, 
it needs to be an ongoing priority for the business.

The bigger picture
We believe any leadership team planning to initiate such 
systems must really explore and understand whether a 
new system can align with their teams existing cognitive 
workflows, behaviours and efficiencies. Too often we see 
leadership focusing only on the beneficial outputs and 
insights and overlooking the way the system delivers 
efficiencies for users. 

The right system delivers value at every level across an 
entire organisation. 

Overcoming risks when  
implementing new technology

My Console CEO Philip Collard looks at how  
culture change driven from the top can  

encourage organisations to embrace  
technology and improve performance.

BLOG

Get it off your chest



▪ Got something to say about the construction industry?  Some knowledge to share, a burning issue or challenge that is causing you frustration?   
Why not write a few words about it for the monthly Builders’ Conference blog?   Talk to us about your blog ideas – Email
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About myConsole:
myConsole is a next generation digital solution for 
procurement in construction. Harnessing the power of 
data and analytics, our system creates efficiencies and 
dramatically increases win rates. Our goal is to help the 
construction industry work smarter in the digital age. 
Join us for our July webinar on the digital revolution in 
Pre-Construction.

Free Pilot sessions coming soon for Builders’ 
Conference members.

Contact the myConsole team for more information:
Amy Hazlehurst
Projects Manager
07951 491154
ahazlehurst@myconsole.co.uk

mailto:Nicola.dibb%40ndibbassociates.co.uk?subject=
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8403950411256579?source=Builders+Conference
mailto:ahazlehurst@myconsole.co.uk
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